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This paper reviews state-of-the-art developments in hydrogen energy systems which integrate fuel cells with
metal hydride-based hydrogen storage. The 187 reference papers included in this review provide an overview of
all major publications in the ﬁeld, as well as recent work by several of the authors of the review. The review
contains four parts. The ﬁrst part gives an overview of the existing types of fuel cells and outlines the potential of
using metal hydride stores as a source of hydrogen fuel. The second part of the review considers the suitability
and optimisation of diﬀerent metal hydrides based on their energy eﬃcient thermal integration with fuel cells.
The performances of metal hydrides are considered from the viewpoint of the reversible heat driven interaction
of the metal hydrides with gaseous H2. Eﬃciencies of hydrogen and heat exchange in hydrogen stores to control
H2 charge/discharge ﬂow rates are the focus of the third section of the review and are considered together with
metal hydride – fuel cell system integration issues and the corresponding engineering solutions. Finally, the last
section of the review describes speciﬁc hydrogen-fuelled systems presented in the available reference data.

1. Introduction
Radical changes in energy policy are necessary in order to reduce
the consumption of conventional hydrocarbon energy carriers, viz. oil,
natural gas and coal. Such changes would not only provide beneﬁts for
mankind (relating to the climate and environment), but also
economic and political advantages for the countries importing these
hydrocarbon fuels. The solution to this problem envisages: (i) higher
priority of the development and implementation of energy-saving
technologies, and (ii) structural changes in the energy sector with
the aim to increase the contribution of power generation without the
consumption of hydrocarbons which release CO2 emissions into the
atmosphere [1].
A promising option for small- and medium-scale distributed
renewable energy systems is electrochemical energy storage, for
example rechargeable batteries or hydrogen and fuel cells. These
technologies directly convert chemical energy into electricity and are
characterised by overall electrical eﬃciencies of 50–75% [2]. A distinct
advantage of electrochemical energy storage systems is that in comparison to conventional combustion heat engines they are not limited by

the Carnot eﬃciency and, therefore, such eﬃciencies can be achieved at
near ambient temperatures. Advanced hybrid energy storage systems
which include fuel cells and batteries are particularly promising [3].
Overall, this review summarises the literature data on fuel cell
applications which use metal hydrides (MH), mostly, for the storage
and supply of gaseous H2 fuel. For ease of understanding, the review is
broken down into several sections to provide the reader with a full
insight into developments in the ﬁeld of fuel cells and metal hydrides.
This is achieved by ﬁrstly introducing the existing types of commercially available fuel cells and the potential for metal hydride storage for
the diﬀerent systems. Issues surrounding the thermal integration of
diﬀerent types of metal hydrides and their performance in terms of the
reversible heat driven interaction with gaseous hydrogen are then
discussed. Heat exchange systems and engineering solutions for
controlling hydrogen charge/discharge ﬂow rates for integrated metal
hydride – fuel cell systems are covered in the subsequent section.
Finally, the last section of the review presents reference data on
integrated metal hydride-fuel cell systems from the available literature.
1. An overview of fuel cells and the potential of using
metal hydrides.
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Table 1
Types of fuel cells and their main characteristics.
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Most of the types of the fuel cells listed in Table 1 either directly or
indirectly use hydrogen as a fuel. There is worldwide belief that due to
unlimited resources, high energy density, high eﬃciency, large technological ﬂexibility and the environmentally friendly nature of the energy
conversion process, hydrogen holds great promise as an energy carrier
[1,14]. Hydrogen fuel cell technologies oﬀer maximum energy storage
densities ranging from 0.33 to 0.51 kWh L-1 depending on the
hydrogen storage method, while the highest value achieved for
rechargeable Li-ion batteries does not exceed 0.14 kWh L–1, and for
pumped hydroelectric energy storages the energy storage density is as
low as 0.27 Wh L–1 [15]. In spite of this, there is still room for
improvement with respect to fuel cell performance, durability and
cost, as well as to increase of the overall eﬃciency of energy storage
systems based on hydrogen and fuel cells.
At the same time compact, safe and eﬃcient hydrogen storage is
still a great challenge, which hinders further market penetration of fuel
cell energy technologies. Improvements in hydrogen storage gravimetric and volumetric energy densities are still required.
In the past decades various hydrogen storage technologies have
been the subject of intensive R & D worldwide [16–24]. Special
attention has been paid to the development of material-based hydrogen
storage methods which are characterised by high volumetric hydrogen
storage densities, minimal requirements to the supporting infrastructure, safety during operation and service and low energy consumption.
Materials based hydrogen storage involves a broad spectrum of
diﬀerent materials in which hydrogen can be densiﬁed by adsorption
(zeolites, carbon materials, metal-organic frameworks), bulk absorption (e.g., clathrates), or chemical interaction (binary and complex
hydrides, amides, various organic compounds, etc).
Metal hydrides (MH) formed by the reversible reaction of gaseous H2
with a parent hydride forming metal, alloy or intermetallic compound are
particularly promising for several end-user applications. The use of MH's
allows for a very high volumetric hydrogen storage density to be achieved;
100 gH L–1 and higher in respect to the parent material. Modest H2
equilibrium pressures at ambient temperatures in combination with the
endothermic nature of the MH decomposition results in high intrinsic
safety of MH-based hydrogen storage systems. Finally, the ability of
extremely wide variations of thermodynamic properties in the hydrogen –
metal systems by the variation of composition of the parent material
allows for exceptional ﬂexibility in MH based hydrogen storage and supply
systems. This enables the system performances to be aligned with the
operating conditions (temperatures and H2 pressures) speciﬁed by a
customer through various material engineering solutions [21–29].
In general, MH's are used as a medium for storing gaseous
hydrogen in fuel cell systems. Conversely, in DBFC's, where the fuel
is not H2 but a complex hydride based on NaBH4, MH's are also used as
anode (and, sometimes cathode) catalyst materials [6]. Further, in
some applications (e.g., AFC's [30]), MH's can combine the functions of
both the hydrogen storage medium and anode catalyst.
Advantages of energy storage systems based on PEM electrolysers,
fuel cells and hydrogen storage in MH were shown in ref. [31] for oﬀgrid power applications. The footprint of a MH storage sub-system,
including the electrolyser and fuel cell, can be signiﬁcantly smaller than
that of the best Li-ion batteries and is competitive on a mass basis.

A fuel cell is an electrochemical device which generates electricity
directly from a fuel (hydrogen, methane, alcohols, etc.) and oxidant
(mostly, O2) in one step. During operation simultaneous catalytic
reactions take place on the opposite sides of an electrolyte, anode and
cathode. The reactions depend on the type of electrolyte and fuel used;
typical examples are listed in Table 1 which also presents an overview of
performance characteristics for the diﬀerent types of fuel cells [4–13].
There are several types of fuel cells available and typically they are
categorised by both their operating temperature and the type of
electrolyte used. The selection of an appropriate fuel cell is, subsequently, largely dependent on the end use and diﬀerent electrocatalysts
for fuel oxidation are used depending on the operating temperature.
Alkaline Fuel Cells (AFC) use either noble or non-noble metals as
catalysts and aqueous solutions of potassium hydroxide (KOH) as
electrolytes at concentrations of between 30 and 50 wt% for low
temperature operation (≤120 °C) and up to 85 wt% for high temperature operation (up to 220 °C). The use of AFC's for terrestrial
applications is limited, largely due to their susceptibility to carbonisation of the electrolyte. Careful puriﬁcation of both the fuel and the
oxidant from CO2 is therefore required to mitigate this.
Direct Borohydride Fuel Cells (DBFC) were initially classed as a
subcategory of AFC's in which sodium borohydride (NaBH4) dissolved
in the alkaline electrolyte was used as a fuel instead of gaseous H2. The
latter developments also use polymer membrane electrolytes with
anion (OH–) or cation (Na+) conductivity [6,7]. Advantages of
DBFC's include high open circuit voltage, high power density, low
operating temperature and the use of non-precious metals (e.g., Ni) as
electrocatalysts. DBFC's show high potential in portable applications,
e.g., for powering electronics or battery recharging when grid power
supply is not available [8].
Low Temperature Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (LT
PEMFC) as well as Direct Methanol Fuel Cells (DMFC) and High
Temperature Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (HT PEMFC) use
ion exchange membranes with a ﬂuorinated sulfonic acid polymer as an
electrolyte.
LT PEMFC's use platinum as an electrocatalyst on the anode and
cathode side so the operating temperature is limited by the polymer
and varies between 60 and 80 °C. LT PEMFC's have rapid start up
times and are, therefore, considered as very promising candidates for
fuel cell vehicle (FCV) applications. Water and heat management must
be carefully designed in LT PEMFC. DMFC's are a type of LT PEMFC
which use methanol or other alcohols without the need for reforming.
DMFC's, together with DBFC's, are ideal for portable application, such
as laptops, cameras etc. [8].
HT
PEMFC's use a
composite
material
based
on
Polytetraﬂuoroethylene (PTFE) or Polybenzimidazole (PBI) for the
membrane. HT PEMFC's operate at temperatures above 100 °C which
subsequently improves the electrochemical kinetics and simpliﬁes
water and thermal management.
Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells (PAFC) use 100% phosphoric acid as the
electrolyte which lowers the water vapour pressure, making water
management simple. PAFC's are much less sensitive to CO than PEM
FC's and AFC's. PAFC's are mostly utilised in stationary applications.
Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells (MCFC) use a combination of alkali
carbonates as the electrolyte material. MCFC's do not require noble
metals and instead use nickel on the anode side and nickel oxide on the
cathode side. In addition, most of the hydrocarbon fuels can be
reformed internally in this type of the fuel cell. MCFC's are typically
used for stationary and marine applications where size and long start
up times are not an issue.
Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFC) use an electrolyte based on nonporous metal oxide, for example ZrO2 stabilised with Y2O3, and have an
operating temperature around 1000 °C. With improved thermal conductivity of the solid electrolytes, the operating temperature can be
reduced to 600–800 °C. SOFC's are generally used for stationary power
applications.

2. Thermodynamic properties of metal hydrides and their
thermal integration with fuel cells
The reversible interaction of an intermetallic alloy AyBz with
hydrogen gas can be expressed as:

Ay Bz + xH2 ⇄ Ay Bz H2x + ΔQ,

(1)

where, A is usually a group IV or rare-earth metal forming a stable
hydride, B is a transition metal which does not form a stable hydride
but allows for a decrease in heat, ΔQ, released upon absorption of
hydrogen (Reaction 1) [32].
5
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of publications, including a recent article [35] which describes the
thermodynamic characterisation of MH materials loaded in hydrogen
storage tanks. This approach can often yield deviations from results
collected using smaller laboratory samples [36] due to the presence of
steady state temperature gradients in the MH bed [37] within containers. From a practical perspective, the characterisation of PCT properties of MH's in containers is preferable because in general the PCT data
is taken at measurement conditions which are comparable to the
operating conditions of the end-use application.
The ΔH° value determines the amount of heat released during the
course of hydride formation or absorbed during hydride decomposition
(Reaction 1; ΔH°≈–ΔQ/x). It also relates to the changes of plateau
pressures with temperature, according to Eq. (2). For example, to reach
P=5 bar at T=25 °C, ΔH° would need to be −28.8 kJ (mol H2)–1,
assuming a ΔS° value of −100 J (mol H2 K)–1 [38].
A simpliﬁed schematic representation of the operation of a fuel cell
(FC) power module coupled with a MH hydrogen storage and supply
system is shown in Fig. 2. In such a system, hydrogen is supplied from
the MH system at a pressure, PSuppl, which depends on the MH
operating temperature, Top, and can be estimated using Eq. (2). In the
FC H2 is converted to electricity. In doing so, the FC eﬃciency, η,
determines the fraction of chemical energy, WTotal, released during
the electrochemical oxidation of the fuel into electric energy, Wel:

Fig. 1. Experimental points [33] and calculated pressure – composition isotherms [34]
for H2 absorption (ﬁlled symbols, solid lines) and desorption (open symbols, dashed
lines) in LaNi4.8Sn0.2. The temperatures in K are shown in the labels.

From a practical perspective, one of the main considerations for
appropriate MH selection is hydrogen pressure (P), which corresponds
to the equilibrium of Reaction 1 and is dependent on temperature (T)
and hydrogen concentration in the solid (C). As it can be seen from the
example presented in Fig. 1, the concentration dependence of the
hydrogen equilibrium pressure at a constant temperature (pressure –
composition isotherm; PCI) usually has three segments of which the
second one exhibits approximately constant H2 pressure (plateau
pressure) and corresponds to the transition of the saturated solid
solution of hydrogen in the parent intermetallide (C=a) to an intermetallic hydride (C=b).
The interrelation between pressure, hydrogen concentration and
temperature (PCT diagram; Fig. 1) is a characteristic property of a MH
material. Precise determination of this dependence has to take into
account a number of features, including the temperature-dependent
values of a and b, plateau slope and absorption/desorption hysteresis;
corresponding modelling approaches have been recently reviewed in
ref. [34]. However, in most cases a simpliﬁed thermodynamic characterisation of the MH can be used. Here the plateau width, (b–a), is
considered as the reversible hydrogen capacity of the material, and the
equilibrium of Reaction 1 in the plateau region is described by the van’t
Hoﬀ equation:

ln

PP =−

∆S o ∆H o
+
,
R
RT

η =

Wel
.
WTotal

The existing kinds of FC's (as shown in Table 1) are characterised
by various operating temperature ranges and overall eﬃciencies. As
such, Wel=η·WTotal, and the remaining energy can be expressed as
heat losses, Qloss, dissipated in the environment during FC operation
and equal to:
(4)

Qloss = WTotal −Wel = WTotal (1 − η).

For hydrogen fuelled FC's, heat losses estimated from Eq. (4) can be
used to provide the correct hydrogen supply by enabling the decomposition of (inter)metallic hydrides, according to the reverse process of
Reaction 1. This process is endothermic and subsequently requires a
supply of heat approximately equal to the absolute value of the
hydrogenation enthalpy, |ΔH°|. Assuming WTotal to be equal to the
higher hydrogen heating value, (HHV=284.36 kJ (mol H2)–1 [4]), we
can estimate the conditions at which H2 supply from the MH to the FC
can be provided without additional energy input, i.e. by only utilising
heat losses during FC operation:

(2)

ΔH o ≤ Qloss = HHV (1 − η).

where, PP [atm] is the plateau pressure at temperature, T [K]; ΔH° [J
(mol H2)–1] and ΔS° [J (mol H2 K)–1] are standard enthalpy and
entropy changes of the hydriding/dehydriding reaction; and R is the
universal gas constant (8.3145 J (mol K)–1).
The experimental procedures related to the determination of the
thermodynamic properties of MH (PCI, PCT) can be found in a number

(5)

Another condition requires the plateau pressure at the operating
temperature (Eq. (2)) to be higher than the pressure of hydrogen
supply, PSuppl, to the FC stack. The latter value is dependent on
design features of the FC Balance of Plant (BoP) and can range from a
gage pressure of 100 mbar to several bars H2 [11], i.e. from 1.1 to
~10 bar absolute. The operation temperature, Top, at which this

H2
MH

(3)

Electricity
FC

PSuppl

Wel

Load

Top
| H0|

Heat

Qloss

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the operation of a FC power module coupled with a MH hydrogen storage and supply system.
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Fig. 3. Potential of various metal hydrides with the associated heat losses (Qloss) in diﬀerent types of fuel cells. The operation temperatures of the MH's correspond to H2 plateau
pressures of 10 bar.

of these materials with the BoP (cooling system) of the FC stack does not
require high heat transfer eﬃciency: it can be achieved using quite
simple solutions, e.g. by capturing the warm air from the exhaust of the
cooling system of the FC power module [38,43,44].
In cases when the required MH heating temperature should be
higher than the FC operating temperature (e.g. when using NaAlH4 for
H2 supply to LT-PEMFC's), special solutions such as catalytic combustion of part of the released H2 is necessary [40]. This, however, results
in a decrease in the system eﬃciency.
High-temperature FC's (MCFC's, SOFC's) are suitable for operation
with both “low-temperature”, and some “high-temperature” MH's,
including; MgH2 and Mg-based A2B hydrogen storage intermetallics,
as well as AB2- and AB-type intermetallides where A=Zr. When
utilising the former “low-temperature” group, special attention should
be paid to the thermal control of the MH material to avoid its
overheating and uncontrolled H2 pressure increase. For “high-temperature” hydrogen storage materials based on MgH2 the operating
temperature should be limited as well (≤350 oC) to avoid losses in the
cycling stability of the material as a result of the Mg sintering at higher
temperatures [45]. This undesired eﬀect can be mitigated by the
addition of minor amounts of carbon to the material [46]. Another
problem is providing fast kinetics for hydrogen absorption/desorption
in MgH2; the most eﬀective way to achieve this is the preparation of
nanocomposite materials by ball milling Mg with catalytic additives in
hydrogen atmosphere (see [45–47] and references therein).
The use of “high-temperature” MH's allows the system to utilise
60–90% of the released heat, Qloss, which enables the problem of
thermal control of the high-temperature FC stack to be overcome. We
note that the use of some binary hydrides (e.g., UH3, TiH2) for
hydrogen supply in such an application would be problematic because
these materials have too high hydrogenation heat eﬀects (|ΔHo| >
Qloss) and thus require additional energy input to provide desorption
of the required amount of H2. This would subsequently result in a
decrease of the overall system eﬃciency.

condition is satisﬁed can be estimated through the solution of Eq. (2)
with respect to T:

Top ≥

ΔH o
.
ΔS o + R ln PSuppl

(6)

The feasibility of thermal integration of a MH material with a
hydrogen fuelled FC therefore requires the thermodynamic properties
of its reversible interaction with H2 gas (ΔH° and ΔSo) to satisfy Eqs. 5
and 6, where |ΔHo| and the operating temperature should ﬁt in the
range speciﬁc to the particular type of FC. The corresponding estimations, based on reference ΔHo and ΔSo values for a number of binary
and intermetallic hydrides [29], as well as typical operating parameters
of the FC's (Table 1), are presented in Fig. 3, for a plateau pressure of
10 bar. The series showing binary hydrides is supplemented by data on
complex hydrides based on NaAlH4 and Na3AlH6 which are able to
reversibly interact with H2. Note that because of kinetic limitations
these complex hydrides can only operate at T≥150 oC, which for
NaAlH4 corresponds to a plateau pressure above 60 bar H2 [39] 1.
It can be seen from Fig. 3 that most of the intermetallic hydrides
(AB5, AB2, and Ti-based AB-types) and pseudo-binary hydrides based on
BCC-V alloys, are suitable for low- and moderately high-temperature FC
applications, including AFC's, LT- and HT-PEMFC's, and PAFC's. The
above-mentioned types of MH's are classed as being suitable for low
temperature applications when they demonstrate an equilibrium pressure above atmospheric pressure at temperatures up to 100 °C [21].
Such a class of MH's feature |ΔH| < 45 kJ(mol H2)–1 and high hydrogen
sorption/desorption rates. The main drawback to these MH's is their low
reversible gravimetric hydrogen capacities – typically not more than
1.5–2 wt%. However, the major advantage of these materials is that
small changes in the composition of the alloys signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the
pressures at which hydrogen is absorbed and desorbed; low hysteresis
and moderate plateau slopes make them suitable for a wide range of
applications [29,41,42]. Hydrogen supply from “low-temperature” MH's
requires quite modest energy input, from 10–20% of the HHV, or 15% to
40–45% of the released heat, Qloss. This means that thermal integration

3. Design parameters of eﬃcient metal hydride based
systems

1
According to [40], at P=3bar, decomposition of NaAlH4 starts at ~55oC, while
decomposition of Na3AlH6 starts at ~130oC. However, to provide fast refuelling of
hydrogen storage tanks based on sodium alanates, the temperatures and corresponding
H2 pressures should be higher.

The integration of MH's into the BoP of FC systems is ﬁrstly related
to the selection of an appropriate MH material and, further, its
7
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Table 2
Examples of FC systems employing MH.
Fuel cell

Type
1

Metal hydride hydrogen storage

Power (el.) [kW]
2

Ref.

MH Material

Weight

3

MH [kg]
4
(i)

H2 stored [kg]
5

6

LT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC

5
0.017–1.2
10
1.2

(Ti,Zr)(V,Cr,Mn,Fe,Al)2 / OV679
AB2 (A=Ti+Zr; B˭Fe+Mn+Cr+Ni; Ti:Fe=1:1; Ti:Zr=0.55:0.45)
AB2 (A=Ti+Zr; B˭Fe+Mn+Cr+Ni; Ti:Zr=0.65:0.35)
Ti0.98Zr0.02V0.43Fe0.09Cr0.05Mn1.5

4×190
0.07–12.2
20×3.2
2×2.2(i)

12
0.009–0.17
0.9
0.044

[38]
[43,67]
[44]
[53]

LT-PEMFC

14

2.98

[54]

AFC
LT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC
SOFC
LT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC
SOFC
LT-PEMFC
HT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC
HT-PEMFC
HT-PEMFC

2
0.03
6
0.1
1
0.9
0.05
16
0.6
80
6.7(x)
2.3
1
240
2–4
100
1.2
10–17
10
0.26
1.2

AB2 (A=Ti+Zr; B˭Mn+Fe+…)
(Hydralloy C15 / GfE)
LmNi4.1Co0.4Mn0.4Al0.3
LaNi5
AlH3(iii)
LaNi5
NaBH4 / H2O(iii)
MgH2
MgH2(v)
No data(vii)
No data(viii)
No data(ix)
LaNi5
MgH2
No data(xi)
2 LiNH2 + 1.1 MgH2 + 0.1 LiBH4 + 3 wt% ZrCoH3
No data(ix)
No data (ix)
No data(ix)
No data(ix); 2x MH cartridges
AB2
No data(ix); GfE metal hydride tank
NaAlH4 + 4 mol% TiCl3
No data(ix),(xii)

213

(ii)

LT-PEMFC

1.5

LT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC
1
HT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC

5
0.05
1
1
0.9–1.1
5
0.03
2
30
0.5–5
0.6(x)
0.2

LT-PEMFC

LT-PEMFC

(ii)

4×4.2
0.4
4.4
0.5 (iv)
1.8
57(vi)

0.252
0.04
0.046
0.05
0.107
4

0.134
130
0.1
0.098
0.135

14×538
1.75
3

1
200
No data
2.7

2.8–3.5
4
0.06

[30]
[55]
[56]
[57]
[58]
[59,60]
[61]
[62]
[63]
[64]
[65,66]
[68]
[69]
[70]
[71]
[72]
[73]
[74]
[75]
[76]
[77]
[78]

AB2 (A=Ti+Zr; B˭Fe+Mn+V)
AUERSTORE®, Treibacher AG
No data(ix); Labtech SA metal hydride tank
MmNi4.7Al0.3
LaNi5
LaNi4.8Al0.2
LaNi4.78Sn0.22
MmNi5
AB2
3
NaAlH4 (Ti-doped)
La(Ce, Mm)Ni5
MmNi5
Ti0.95Zr0.05Mn1.4Cr0.1V0.2

2×13(i)

0.179

[79]

0.5
7
6×4.83
2.48
185
4×0.165(i)
4
22(vi)
3.6–36(vi)
50
6

1.34
0.006
0.089
0.279
0.025
2
0.006
5
0.067(vi)
0.054–0.536
0.482(vi)
0.082

[80]
[81]
[82]
[83]
[84]
[85]
[86]
6
[87,88]
[89]
[90,91]
[92]

0.2–0.25

Ml0.85Ca0.15Ni5
Ti0.9Zr0.15Mn1.6Cr0.2V0.2

4.3
2.9

0.047(vi)
0.038(vi)

[93]

0.5

Lm1.06Ni4.96Al0.04
(Lm = La 55%,Ce 2.5%, Pr 7.7%, Nd 34.1%)
AB5
Ti0.98Zr0.02V0.43Fe0.09Cr0.05Mn1.5
AB2 (A=Ti+Zr; B˭Fe+Cr+Mn+Ni; Ti:Zr=0.65:0.35)

27(vi)

0.343

[94]

4×4.5 +/−0.2
No data
64

0.045 each, 0.179 total
0.08
0.9

[95]
[96]
[97]

Lm1.06Ni4.96Al0.04
Fe0.9Mn0.1Ti
NaAlH4 with Ce catalyst
NaAlH4 with Ce catalyst
NaAlH4 with Ce catalyst
LaNi5
Ce modified LaNi5

224(i)

2

[98,99]

No data

0.305
0.260

[100]
[101]
[102]
[103]
[104]

(i)

LT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC

0.2
0.2–1.1(vi)
10

LT-PEMFC

8.7

HT_PEMFC
HT-PEMFC
HT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC
LT-PEMFC

1
6
1
0.5
1.2

LT-PEMFC

No data

AB2 (A=Ti+Zr; B˭Mn+Fe+…)
(Hydralloy C15 / GfE)

No data

0.09

[105]

LT-PEMFC

5

LaNi5

5×0.101

[106]

LT-PEMFC
SOFC

No data
0.5

Ti25Cr50V25
MgH2

4×75
No data

5×0.013
0.065 total
7.3

2
No data
No data
6.1×5(i)
17.5

8

(xiii)

(xiii)

[107]
[108]
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study the authors went on to develop a small scale prototype system
using the same novel material, which had a known capacity of 1.1 wt%
at 100 °C under 60 bar H2, coupled with a single cell PEMFC [110]. It
was found that a 20 g sample of MnO2 supported on PEEK could
provide the PEMFC with 0.2 g of hydrogen, enabling a nominal power
output between 6 and 10 W for 400–500 s.
A computational study on the use of Aluminium Hydride, “Alane”,
as another novel hydrogen storage material for use in a portable LTPEMFC based power application, was also performed [56]. From a
practical viewpoint, the use of Alane within FC systems poses several
challenges, of which the most signiﬁcant is the risk of over-pressurisation of the MH tank during dehydrogenation. As shown in Table 2, it
was found that a 30 W PEMFC system could operate for approximately
25 h using 0.4 kg of Alane, which supplied the system with ~0.04 kg of
usable hydrogen.
Further, a number of complex hydrides, including Mg2FeH6 and
Mg(BH4)2, which are characterised by high weight hydrogen storage
densities and potentially low costs were suggested for hydrogen storage
in PEM FC systems in ref. [111].
Although ref's [56,109–111] provide a useful insight into the use of
novel hydrogen storage media, further work needs to be carried out to
demonstrate feasibility of the integration of hydrogen storage tanks
based on these materials with the BoP for scaled up systems under
‘real’ operating conditions.
Given the current limitation of these novel hydrogen storage
methods, MH's still provide the best solution for eﬃcient and safe
storage of hydrogen for FC applications. For further reading, a review
of MH's for solid state hydrogen storage was recently provided by
Rusman et al. [112].

integration into a MH hydrogen storage tank. The selected MH must
enable successful performance of the application, both during H2
refuelling and FC operation. Furthermore, the MH tank should be
coupled with a hydrogen supply and heat management (cooling)
systems of the FC power module, as schematically shown in Fig. 2.
Accordingly, this section deals with both MH materials and MH
containers as the main components of MH tanks and is followed by a
summary of typical layout features for their integration with FC
systems.

3.1. Metal hydride materials
As with any system employing hydrogen storage, the requirements
of the MH are application speciﬁc. For example, a recent review of the
properties required by hydrogen storage materials for automotive
PEMFC systems includes an intrinsic hydrogen capacity target of >
13.5 wt% at pressures between 5 and 100 bar H2 at 60–150 °C, an
equilibrium pressure > 5 bar H2 at the minimum system coolant
temperature and < 100 bar at ~150 °C [48]. In addition to these
targets, along with targets set by various vehicle manufacturers and
national bodies (e.g. US DOE [49]), when considering appropriate MH
selection for a given application there are several other factors which
must be considered, including; uptake/discharge kinetics, hysteresis
eﬀects (which aﬀect the system eﬃciency of certain end-use applications), cyclability, ease of activation, sensitivity to air or other
impurities, and cost.
For FC vehicle applications special attention in the material screening criteria for solid state hydrogen storage should also be paid to
speciﬁc performances, including: (i) volumetric storage capacity, (ii)
heat transfer for desorption, (iii) recharging at low temperatures and
(iv) cold start of the vehicle [50].
Table 2 provides a summary of MH selection for several diﬀerent
types of FC's, compiled using data from the literature. It is evident from
the table that not only are there signiﬁcantly more examples of MH
storage integrated with PEMFC's but also that, in spite of their low
gravimetric capacities, intermetallic hydrides based on AB2 and AB5
alloys are two of the most utilised MH's for practical applications to
date. As previously mentioned (Section 2), the major advantage of this
class of MH is that their PCT properties may be tailored/tuned to the
pressure and temperature requirements of a given system by making
small changes to the alloy composition. For example, previous work on
Ti-V based AB2 MH's has shown that an increase in V content
decreases plateau pressure whilst increasing the usable capacity [51]
and further, very small changes in V content (~0.05 at%) can lead to
signiﬁcant changes in plateau pressure and hysteresis [52].
SOFC's operate at the highest temperature of all the FC types
making them suitable for use with MH storage tanks based on MgH2
which; has a high hydrogen storage capacity (~7.6 wt%), is widely
available, and, is low in cost in comparison to MH's based on AB2, AB5
and other intermetallic alloys. A MgH2 hydrogen storage tank thermally integrated with a 1 kW SOFC stack was developed for a prototype
combined heat and power (CHP) unit, utilising electricity generated
from renewable energy sources [59]. This development will be discussed further in Section 3.3.
In an attempt to reduce the weight and subsequent cost of MH's, ref
[109] investigated the potential for a novel hydrogen storage material
based on a transition metal oxide supported on polymeric matrices. In
the study, a manganese oxide was linked onto a polymeric matrix based
on poly-ether-ether-ketone (PEEK). Following on from their initial

3.2. Metal hydride containers
The integration of MH's into FC power systems requires very care
consideration to ensure the overall system (FC module + MH hydrogen
storage) is able to operate eﬀectively. This involves several diﬀerent
factors. Firstly, the required amount of stored hydrogen fuel to be
achieved within the space and weight constrains of a particular
application must be ascertained. Secondly, the hydrogen storage
system has to provide suﬃcient H2 supply to the FC when operating
at a maximum rated power for a speciﬁed time. Thirdly, H2 refuelling
of the storage system has to take a reasonably short time.
Appropriate selection of the MH material can partially address the
ﬁrst and the second points related to (i) weight and volume hydrogen
storage densities and (ii) energy consumption for providing the
required H2 supply from the MH. However, as it was shown in ref.
[24], in addition to the MH material-related properties, the speciﬁed
performances are also aﬀected by the features of the MH containers in
which the MH material is placed. Furthermore, the rates of H2 supply
both from MH tank (FC operation) and, especially, to the MH tank
(refuelling) will be greatly dependent on the size, geometry and layout
of the MH container, particularly, its inner part (MH bed). These
dependencies, which are additionally aﬀected by pressure – temperature conditions of the hydrogen absorption/desorption, as well as heat
exchange characteristics between the MH and accessories for its
heating and cooling, are quite complicated and often require numerical
modelling followed by experimental veriﬁcation.
The design features of MH containers (MH reactors) for various
applications were reviewed by Sun in 1992 [113], Yang et. al in 2010
[114] and more recently Shaﬁee and McCay in 2016 [115]. In addition,

(i) material + containment; (ii) MH was embedded in the fuel cell anode (60–150 mgcm–2). The discharge capacity at 50 mAg–1 was ~250 mAhg–1; (iii) non-rechargeable; (iv) catalytic
hydrolysis system utilising 25 wt.% aqueous solution of NaBH4; (v) additional electric heating of the MH tank; (vi) estimated from the data presented in original publication;
(vii) commercial “low-temperature” MH with H storage capacity about 1 wt.%; energy storage density for the whole system (PEM+MH) of 85Wh kg–1/123Wh L–1; (viii) MH canisters
connected in a common liquid cooling circuit with the PEMFC (“low-temperature” MH); the hydrogen storage system allowed up to 40 min of operation after each recharge; (ix) “lowtemperature” MH; (x) estimated assuming stack eﬃciency of 0.5 and H2 discharge rate data presented in the original publication; (xi) “low-temperature” MH; 5 canisters (HBank);
(xii) MH buﬀer tank in the H2 supply line from natural gas reformer; (xiii) literature data used for simulation/modelling.
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same time, gas vessels with a planar geometry have low structural
strength and cannot withstand high internal pressures.
MH containers with cylindrical geometries are used more frequently and can have a number of design variations. For example,
hydrogen can be supplied both axially and radially to enable uniform
mass transfer. The major advantage of such a system is that in order to
achieve the desired system capacity, single MH units can be arranged
in bundles so individual canisters can easily be replaced without
disrupting the hydrogen supply to the FC [116]. Further, a multitubular conﬁguration can be optimised with integrated active cooling
and heating to improve H2 uptake and discharge. Work by Krokos et al.
[119] found that an increase in the number of MH tubes within the
bundle resulted in an overall improvement in hydrogen storage and
cooling time due to the increase in tank surface/MH volume ratio. It
was also found that to improve heat management, the individual tubes
should be arranged in a uniform manner in order to utilise the space
containing the heating/cooling ﬂuid more eﬀectively.
In general, the design variations of MH containers are related to the
layout of the heat management system in which the heat supply and
removal is carried out either from outside (Fig. 4A) or from inside the
container (Fig. 4B).
The charge/discharge of MH hydrogen storage tanks requires
signiﬁcant amounts of heat to be removed from/supplied to the MH
material. For example, during the charge of a 0.9 kg H2 MH tank onboard a FC forklift comprising a “low-temperature” AB2-type MH
material, (ΔHo=–21.57 kJ (mol H2)–1), the amount of released heat is
higher than 8 MJ [97]. Assuming a refuelling time equal to 10 min, the
cooling capacity of the MH bed must be about 13 kW. Alternatively, H2
supply from the same MH tank to a 10 kW FC stack operating at
maximum power with 50% eﬃciency, (required H2 supply rate 111.1
NL min–1) is associated with a power required for MH heating of
approximately 1.8 kW. Accordingly, the heating/cooling method of the
heat management system should provide the necessary heating/cooling
power associated with high heat transfer area between the MH bed and
heating/cooling ﬂuid and/or intensiﬁcation of the heat transfer by e.g.
using heat pipes [103,120,121]. For “high temperature” MH materials
additional heating techniques may include catalytic combustors
[40,121] or electric heaters [60]; some solutions use phase change
materials (PCM) to provide eﬃcient heating/cooling of the MH bed at a
high temperature close to the temperature of phase transition in the
PCM [122].
Furthermore, the heat supplied to or removed from the MH
container should be eﬀectively distributed in the MH bed. Taking into
account the low thermal conductivity of the powdered MH materials
this is a very challenging problem and solutions to ensure eﬀective heat
distribution, including augmentation of the heat transfer within the
MH bed, are of paramount importance [29]. Commonly used solutions
include the introduction of heat-conductive matrices such as heatconductive metal foam [123,124], transverse or longitudinal ﬁns
[53,113,125] or complex wire conﬁgurations [126] within in the MH
bed. Heat distribution in the MH can also be improved by making
porous hydride compacts where the binder is a metal [127,128] or
recompressed Expanded Natural Graphite (ENG) [129,130]. Porous
powder metal – MH compacts coated with copper were shown to have
very good heat transfer augmentation and to be strong enough to
remain intact for over 3000 absorption/desorption cycles [131].
Table 3 summarises typical layouts of the heating/cooling and heat
distribution accessories used in cylindrical MH containers mainly
intended for hydrogen storage and its supply in FC systems. From
Table 3 it can be seen that the heating and cooling of MH containers
can be managed either from the outside or by introducing various
heating/cooling structures (mainly liquid heated/cooled heat exchangers) in the MH bed. In both cases, long MH tanks with a smaller
diameter are preferred due to a shorter heat transfer distance and
better heat dissipation in comparison to wider tanks. Some layouts use
combined (external + internal) heating and cooling; this is particularly

H2
2.1
2.2

B

1

1.1
2.2

2.1
H2

Q

3.2

3.1

Fig. 4. Typical layouts of MH containers with external (A) and internal (B) heating /
cooling: 1 – gas-proof containment, 1.1 – MH material; 2 – gas input/output and
distribution system, 2.1 – H2 inlet / outlet pipeline, 2.2 – gas ﬁlter; 3 – heat management
system, 3.1 – heating / cooling means, 3.2 – heat distribution means. Adopted from ref.
[28].

summarised information about MH containers and layouts of MH beds
for hydrogen compression applications and on-board hydrogen storage
systems for FC hydrogen vehicles can be found in the reviews by
Lototskyy et. al [28] and Mazzucco et. al [116] published in 2014.
Generally, MH containers (see Fig. 4) are comprised of; a gas-proof
containment (1) in which the MH material is placed, a system for H2
input/output and its distribution within a MH bed (2), and a heat
management system (3). The containment (1) isolates the MH material
(1.1) and hydrogen gas from the outside environment; it also has to
withstand the temperatures and pressures related to the uptake and
release of hydrogen within the MH bed. The system (2), via inlet/outlet
pipeline (2.1), provides H2 supply to the MH during refuelling, or H2
delivery from the MH to the FC stack during its operation; it also has to
provide unimpeded H2 transfer to/from external gas pipelines from/to
all the points in the MH bed, as well as to prevent contamination of the
external pipelines with ﬁne particles of the MH material. As a rule, this
is achieved with the help of a gas ﬁlter (2.2) penetrating through the
MH bed. Finally, the heat management system (3) is intended for the
removal and supply of the heat released or absorbed during refuelling
(absorption) or H2 supply to the FC (desorption) in accordance with the
direct and reverse processes of Reaction 1, respectively. The heat
management system (3) usually includes heating/cooling means (3.1)
and means for heat distribution in the MH bed (3.2).
The main challenge in the development of MH containers is in
achieving a compromise between the hydrogen storage density, integrity of the containment at the operating conditions and dynamic
performance of hydrogen uptake and release. Manufacturability and
lowering the costs are also very important factors to consider.
Typical geometries of MH containers, and subsequently the MH
beds dispersed within them, include cylindrical (tubular) and planar
(rectangular or disc-shaped) designs [113–116]. Examples are presented in Figs. 5 and 6.
Both of the geometries shown in Figs. 5 and 6 have its own
advantages and drawbacks. As a rule, the planar geometry (shown in
Fig. 6) is characterised by improved heat transfer performance and,
accordingly, faster H2 charge/discharge dynamics for large size MH
containers. The performance can be further improved by, for example,
introducing a number of heating/cooling tubes penetrating through the
MH bed in the direction perpendicular to the larger plane [118]. At the
10
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800 mm

Ø52x3.7 mm

Fig. 5. Disassembled view and schematic drawing of cylindrical MH container with external heating/cooling developed by HySA Systems (South Africa) [44].

utilisation of hydrogen stored in the MH occurs at higher FC power.
Many of the developments reported above included
modelling of heat transfer performances of the MH beds
[53,68,108,119,125,132,136–139,148–150]. A review of the modelling
activities aimed at the optimisation of dynamic performances of MH
reactors for hydrogen storage applications has been recently published
by Mohammadshahi et al. [150]. Although eﬀective modelling still
requires experimental validation and calculations are often based on
assumptions, it is a useful tool for predicting the behaviour of MH's
during hydrogen uptake and discharge and how it is inﬂuenced by
factors including ﬂow rate, temperature and hydrogen concentration
distribution. For practical applications, modelling enables the user to
ﬁnd an optimal design of the heating/cooling and heat distribution
systems of a MH container of a given geometry and size. Prediction of
the dynamic charge/discharge performances, which depend on the bed
geometry and size as well as the pressure-temperature operating
conditions, is particularly important. For example, ref. [132] provided
a comparative performance analysis of cylindrical MH beds comprising
the same powder of AB5-type MH material and having same size
(ø60×500 mm). The considered layouts included; (i) internal cooling/
axial heat exchange tube, (ii) internal cooling/coiled heat exchange
tube, (iii) external cooling without heat transfer augmentation in the
MH, and (iv) external cooling/transversal heat distribution ﬁns (pitch
5 mm). It was shown that the layouts (iv) and (ii) exhibited the best
dynamic performances of hydrogen uptake. Additional advantages of
the layout (iv) included simplicity and lower costs, as well as a less
pronounced reduction of the hydrogen storage capacity using the same
MH bed dimensions.
The design of MH containers ﬁlled with MH powder should
anticipate careful alignment of the MH ﬁlling density. On one hand,
more dense packing of the MH in the containment increases the

eﬀective when fast heating or cooling of large MH containers is
necessary [147].
In the case of external convective heating and cooling with low
surface heat transfer coeﬃcients (e.g. when air is used as a heating/
cooling ﬂuid), the heat transfer can be intensiﬁed further by increasing
the heat exchange area (e.g. external ﬁnning). As a rule, the heat
distribution in MH beds dispersed in externally heated/cooled MH
containers is provided by the use of heat conductive ﬁns within MH
powder, or in combination with other methods for the augmentation of
heat transfer speciﬁed above (metal foam, compacts). In MH containers with internal heat supply and removal, the heat distribution means
form part of a heat exchanger disposed in the MH; in addition to the
above-mentioned solutions (ﬁns, compacts, etc.), various designs of
heat exchangers with increased heat exchange areas and reduced heat
transfer distance (e.g. tube bundle or coiled tube) can be used.
The eﬃciency of the heat distribution ﬁrst of all depends on the size
of the MH container and operating conditions. For small systems with
a H2 storage capacity of tens of NL H2 and FC power up to tens of W,
normal operation takes place even without heat transfer augmentation.
However, when the unit size and FC power increases, insuﬃcient heat
distribution in the MH bed results in a limitation of the H2 supply and,
accordingly, a decrease in the amount of H2 which can be supplied to
the FC stack operating at a speciﬁed power. This eﬀect is illustrated in
Fig. 7, adapted from ref. [43], in which the performances of MH
containers for FC applications made according to various layouts
(##1–6, see Table 3) were compared experimentally. It can be seen
that the useable amount of hydrogen (in % of the maximum hydrogen
storage capacity of MH container) drops with the increase of the FC
power divided by the amount of MH in the container. Improved
performance of the heating/cooling and heat distribution systems in
the container results in a smaller drop and, accordingly, more complete

Fig. 6. General view (left) and computer-generated cross section (right) of rectangular MH container with internal heating/cooling developed by Japan Metals and Chemicals, Inc.
(Japan–USA) [117].
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Table 3
Layouts of the heating/cooling and the heat distribution means in MH containers.
Heating/cooling

Heat distribution in the MH

References

Ref. ## (Fig. 7) / H storage capacity
[NL]

External / ﬂat surface

Powdered bed (no augmentation)
Powdered bed with ﬁns
MH powder in metal foam
MH powder in metal foam with ﬁns
MH/ENG compacts with ﬁns
Powdered bed (no augmentation)
Powdered bed with ﬁns
MH/ENG compacts with ﬁns

[43,53,68,86,108,125,132]
[43,44,57,68,97,132,133]
[84]
[134]
[122,135]
[53,120,125]
[43,81,133]
[43]

1/10
2a /90; 3b /90

Straight tube in powdered bed
Tube bundle in powdered bed
Coiled tube in powdered bed
Straight ﬁnned tube(s) in powdered bed
U-tube with ﬁns in powdered bed
Finned coiled tube in powdered bed
Tube penetrating through MH powder in metal sponge
Tube penetrating through MH/metal compact
Finned tube(s) in MH/ENG compacts
Powdered bed in cassette with heat exchanger
structure

[53,125,132]
[68,136]
[91,132,137,138]
[43,67,68,90,121,125]
[77,94,99,104,137,139]
[138]
[140]
[141]
[60,142]
[38,107,143–146]

External jacket + internal straight tube
External jacket + internal tube bundle

[55]
[136]

External / ﬁnned surface

Internal

Internal / composite (hybrid)
containment
Combined

5b,c / 700
4b / 90

7 / 6350
6d / 1900

Notes:
a
transversal copper ﬁns pressed in the container, pitch 5 mm
b
transversal aluminium ﬁns inserted in the container, pitch 5 mm
c
longitudinal aluminium ﬁns pressed in the container, pitch 15 mm
d
transversal copper ﬁns pressed on the core tube, pitch 10 mm

agglomeration regions and stress generation even if the overall packing
fraction is lower than the critical value [153]. The eﬀect of MH
densiﬁcation at the bottom of MH container, resulting in the stress
generation, can be observed even during the ﬁrst hydrogen absorption
cycle. This was shown in ref [91] in a large MH container2 where the
stress value reached 91.9 MPa during the ﬁrst absorption. The stresses
can cause signiﬁcant deformations or rupture of the containment as
illustrated in [28].
“Hybrid” hydrogen storage containers, in which the MH material
(with low hydride thermal stability) is placed in high pressure
composite cylinders, thus combining compressed hydrogen gas
(CGH2) and MH hydrogen storage options, is a very promising
solution. It allows for a signiﬁcant increase in the volumetric hydrogen
storage capacity and decrease in storage pressure (in comparison to
CGH2 storage), as well as an increase in ﬂow rate of H2 delivered to the
FC and shortened refuelling time (in comparison to MH storage). The
performances of hybrid hydrogen storage tanks were presented in
detail in a number of publications [38,107,143–146]; the corresponding developments related to hydrogen storage for on-board FC vehicles
are actively carried out by Toyota and other vehicle manufacturers. The
advantages of hybrid hydrogen storage appear at quite low fraction of
hydrogen stored in MH: the recommended volume ratio of the MH to
the total system is between 3% and 30% [154–156]. The main
disadvantage of hybrid hydrogen storage tanks is their high cost. This
is mainly associated with the use of expensive high-pressure composite
cylinders which require leak-proof and pressure-rated ﬁttings for the
input/output of the heat transfer ﬂuid to/from the high pressure
containment. Further, high charge pressures, P≥350 bar, are the origin
of the high indirect costs associated with the use of expensive refuelling
infrastructure similar to the one for CGH2 fuel systems.

Fig. 7. Amounts of hydrogen supplied from diﬀerent MH containers providing stable
operation of a LT PEMFC stack having an eﬃciency of 50% [43]. The labels correspond to
the layouts listed in Table 3. Heating conditions: 1–5 – natural convection of ambient air
(T0=20 oC), 6 – water circulation (0.5 kg min–1, T0=30 oC). The star (7) represents
performance of liquid heated-cooled MH system (50 kg MH, 2 kW FC power) reported in
[91].

hydrogen storage capacity on the system level [24] and the eﬀective
thermal conductivity of the MH bed [151]. However, lattice expansion
during hydrogenation results in the swelling of the MH powder so if
free space is not provided to allow for this, large stresses can occur on
the containment wall. It has been shown that an increase of packing
fraction of a LaNi4.55Al0.45 alloy in a reaction vessel (bed size
ø16×75 mm) from 45 to 50 vol% results in the appearance of signiﬁcant surface stress, increasing with the cycle number and reaching
250 MPa on the 100th hydrogen absorption cycle [152]. Particularly
strong stresses were shown to be formed in agglomerated regions
where the value of the local packing ratio increases to ~0.6; pulverisation of the MH particles during cyclic H absorption/desorption results
in their concentration in the bottom part of the vessel that creates the

2
Inner diameter 155.2mm, length 1m; coiled internal heat exchanger, tube diameter
25.4mm, overall length 19.7m. The container was loaded with 50kg of the MmNi5
powder that corresponds to ﬁlling density of 3.04gcm–3, or 45.4% of the material density
in the hydrogenated state
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and/or to smoothen H2 pressure ﬂuctuations during the operation
[55].
Very eﬀective system integration solutions can be achieved by using
a combination of some of the features speciﬁed above. For example, a
combination of: (a) low thermal stability MH's conventionally used in
“hybrid” hydrogen storage containers, (b) indirect thermal coupling of
the FC stack and other system components releasing heat during the
operation with the MH thermal loop, and, (c) installing a CGH2 buﬀer
on the MH tank gas manifold, resulted in the development of a highly
eﬃcient “distributed hybrid” CGH2+MH hydrogen storage system
[67,160]. This conﬁguration has been successfully demonstrated in a
FC forklift with hydrogen storage MH extension tank [44,97].

3.3. General layouts of fuel cell and metal hydride integrated systems
The integration of MH's with FC's mainly relates to their thermal
coupling. As a rule, it realises the concept schematically shown in Fig. 2
in which part of the heat released during the FC operation is directed to
the heating sub-system of MH containers. There does, however, exist
some exceptions to this rule. For example, at low FC power - associated
with low H2 consumption and the use of a MH material characterised
by H2 equilibrium pressures at ambient temperature higher than it is
necessary for the H2 supply to the FC - the heat absorbed by the MH
from the environment can be suﬃcient to provide H2 desorption and
special thermal management is not required [43,86]. Conversely, when
the amount of heat released during FC operation or temperature
potential of the heat is insuﬃcient for the decomposition of the MH
(see Section 2), heating of the MH tank is assisted by electrical heaters
[61], or by catalytic combustion of part of the hydrogen supplied to the
FC [48].
In most cases, thermal integration of MH tanks with liquid-cooled
FC's is provided by an extension of the stack cooling loop, which
includes additional heating accessories for the MH containers
[48,57,63,65,77,80,95,98–101,104,157]. The stack coolant (T=60–
80 oC for LT PEMFC) is directed to heat exchangers which are either
embedded in the MH containers (Fig. 4), or form part of specially
designed thermal holders [57]. This solution is eﬃcient, however, it
must only use special ultra-pure heat transfer liquids suitable for the
safe cooling of the FC stacks. It also poses strict requirements to the
piping of the MH heating sub-system to avoid contamination of the
liquid.
Direct thermal coupling of MH's and FC stacks using heat pipes was
described in ref. [103]. For high-temperature applications (e.g., when
MgH2 is used to supply hydrogen to SOFC), the heating of the MH bed
can be provided by exhaust gases from the FC stack [59]. In the
developed system, the heat released from a 1 kW SOFC during
operation (~750–800 °C) was suﬃcient to desorb the hydrogen from
the MgH2 tank, which has a speciﬁc heat requirement of 75 kJ (mol
H2)–1. Overall, it was found that thermal integration of the MH tank
with the SOFC is possible but requires careful consideration of the
thermal management of the system.
For air-cooled PEMFC stacks, the MH containers can be heated
directly by the exhaust warm air [43,158]. Alternatively, the MH
containers can be heated by a separate loop of circulating liquid
which includes heat exchangers, heated by the exhaust air
[38,44,53,55,67,97,102]; this solution could be used for both air- and
liquid-cooled stacks. In the latter case, a secondary circulating loop of
the heating liquid thermally coupled with the stack cooling system can
be used as well [54,83]. The MH thermal management sub-system can
also be integrated in thermal loops of the whole FC power system, like
CHP [106] or hydrogen fuelled vehicle [159]; in addition to MH
heating from the heat-releasing system components, these solutions
can foresee an additional thermal loop for MH cooling during refuelling
[159].
The solutions described in the previous paragraph use indirect
thermal coupling of MH's with FC's that may be associated with a loss
of the heat transfer eﬃciency. However, taking into account the fact
that the use of “low-temperature” MH's for the hydrogen supply
requires only a minor part of the heat released during FC operation
(see Section 2), we consider these solutions as promising from a
practical viewpoint due to their simplicity and ﬂexibility.
In most cases, hydrogen supply from a MH tank to a FC stack uses
straightforward solutions in which the gas manifold of the tank is
connected to the hydrogen input valve of the stack via a pressure
reducer. The tank gas manifold can also be connected to the hydrogen
supply line for refuelling. Alternatively, it is possible to quickly replace
used MH tanks with the charged ones [54,57]. In some cases the gas
manifold of the MH tank is connected with the pipeline for H2 supply
to the FC stack via gas buﬀer, to provide quick start-up of the FC [48],

4. Integrated metal hydride and fuel cell power systems
Hydrogen storage solutions based on MH tanks have been implemented and demonstrated in various FC powered systems including; portable applications [158,161–163], light FC vehicles
[57,64,67,69,79,95,98], FC forklifts [44,63,97] and underground
mining vehicles [54,75], and various stationary systems based on LT[38,61,82,83,164–166] and HT- [77] PEMFC, as well as SOFC [59].
Modelling, simulation and design are important steps which must
take place before assembling and testing of the ﬁnal MH – FC system
can be carried out. For this reason, although they do not include the
making and characterisation of the integrated systems, articles dealing
with the above mentioned topics [31,65,78,80,85,90,106,157,167–
174] are crucial for developing proper system engineering solutions.
Modelling activities have focused on various aspects of the dynamics of
thermal and mass balance in systems where MH's have been integrated
with PEMFC [31,65,78,80,85,90,106,157,167,168,171,173] and SOFC
[169,170]. In some systems, additional integration of an alkaline or
PEM electrolyser has been considered [31,106,167]; refs [85,174]
consider uniﬁed PEM electrolyser – FC units (regenerative fuel cells).
In addition to hydrogen storage applications, some modelling works
[78,170,171] consider the use of MH's for heat management solutions
(e.g., air conditioning units).
Nevertheless, the practical implementations of MH – FC system
integration is the most interesting part of the topic covered by this
review. Some speciﬁc examples will be given below.
4.1. Portable applications
As a rule, portable applications involving MH + FC power systems
use open cathode air cooled LT PEMFCs (x1–100 W in electric power)
and are characterised by simple solutions for the integration of a FC
and MH hydrogen storage system of a modest (x10–100 NL H2)
hydrogen capacity.
Fernández-Moreno et al. [161] built and tested a portable power
system based on single air-breathing PEM FC and commercial MH
cartridge from Horizon with a capacity of 1 g H2. The built-in DC-DC
converts low voltage (0.5–0.8 V) and high current output (200–
300 mA cm–2) into 3.3 VDC in order to power electronic applications.
The power system was able to provide 1 W of electricity to an external
application for 20 h by using one charged MH cartridge. It was
demonstrated that one air breathing PEM FC can provide high enough
energy densities and autonomy for portable applications.
Air-breathing FC systems have been demonstrated as a replacement
to Li-ion batteries in mobile phones [163]. The system was integrated
at the back of the phone together with an AB5 MH hydrogen storage
tank (4 NL H2). The energy storage density of the complete system was
found to be 205 Wh L–1.
A FC powered portable freezer with an air cooled MH canister was
presented in ref [162]. In the developed system a 300 W air cooled
PEM FC stack was fuelled from commercially available hydride
canisters provided by Ovonic [165,166], while generated heat from
the stack was used for hydrogen desorption. The minimum achieved
13
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Fig. 8. Schematic layout (top) and general view (bottom) of the LT-PEMFC portable power system developed by HySA Systems [158].

cabinet temperature of the freezer was –21.8 °C, at an ambient
temperature of 26.6 °C, while the maximum system eﬃciency was
found to be 37% (based on the lower hydrogen heating value, LHV).
A LT-PEMFC system rated for a maximum output power of 130 W
with 240VAC and 5VDC USB electric outputs (Fig. 8) was developed by
HySA Systems / South Africa [43,158]. In the system, hydrogen is
supplied from a 90 NL H2 MH canister which uses a multi-component
AB2-type hydrogen storage alloy and has enhanced heat transfer
performances achieved through a combination of MH/ENG compacts
with internal and external ﬁnning of the MH container. The MH
canister allowed for > 40 min stable operation at the maximum stack
power with the utilisation of > 90% of the stored H2.
An overview of the development of replaceable MH containers (MH
cartridges) for small-scale ( < 1 kW) FC applications has been recently
presented by Iosub et al. [175]. In these canisters hydrogen is stored in
composites embedded in the cartridges, comprising MH's with additives of a polymer binder and a component (graphite, copper or
aluminium) which improves heat transfer performance.

alone, however, they have a number of advantages in light FCV's where
the required amount of H2 fuel stored on board is not very big. Further,
in certain mobile applications, including material handling vehicles
(see Section 4.2.2), the high weight of the MH systems becomes
advantageous.
An overview of the applications of MH in various FCV systems is
presented below.

4.2.1. Light fuel cell vehicles
Currently, light electric vehicles (LEV) powered by FC's are one of
the most commonly targeted applications in the implementations of FC
– MH systems. The features of some developments are described
below.
A hybrid energy system comprising 1.5 kW PEM FC (MES-DEA SA
/ Switzerland), battery pack, ultra capacitor and 1 Nm3 H2 MH storage
tank was presented in ref. [79]. The MH tank is based on MHS1000IHE MH containers (Treibacher Industrie AG / Austria) equipped
with internal heat exchangers and uses AUERSTORE AB2-type MH
alloy. The system was integrated in a wheelchair, and the overall
system eﬃciency was found to be higher than 36%.
A PEM FC – lithium ion battery hybrid scooter was developed by
Shih et al. [69]. The system comprises of an air-cooled self-humidiﬁed
2.3 kW PEM FC stack, lithium-ion battery, ﬁve low pressure MH
canisters (HBank / Taiwan; H2 capacity 220 NL each) arranged in
series, quick connector, DC/DC converter and an electronic control
unit. The exhaust air from the FC is utilised to heat the MH canisters
during H2 desorption. The maximum scooter speed is 53.2 km h–1,
with a distance of 63.5 km between H2 refuelling. It was concluded that
further system improvements are needed to extend the scooter range.
A hybrid power system for a LEV equipped with a liquid cooled
PEM FC, lithium-ion battery and liquid heated aluminium MH
hydrogen storage canister ﬁlled with an AB5-type alloy was built and
tested by Hwang and Chang [57]. The MH system was thermally

4.2. Mobile applications
Fuel cells represent a promising market niche in a number of
mobile applications. Although battery electric vehicles (BEV's) are
superior for shorter ranges (i.e., city driving) because batteries have
better roundtrip (charging-discharging) eﬃciency than regenerative
FC's, in passenger vehicles, FC's oﬀer better volumetric energy density
than the battery systems, resulting in longer driving range, comparable
to today's internal combustion fuel vehicles. Another advantage of fuel
cell electric vehicles (FCV's) over BEV's is the short refuelling time
which is comparable to today's diesel and gasoline vehicles. In FCV's
hydrogen is usually stored on board in 350–700 bar compressed gas
composite cylinders which can achieve storage density of above 3% by
weight. Such a storage density cannot be achieved by MH systems
14
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Fig. 10. Layout of the ‘‘distributed hybrid’’ hydrogen storage and supply system
integrated in electric golf cart with fuel cell range extender. 1 – MH container; 2 –
CGH2 buﬀer; 3 – pressure reducer; 4 – H2 recharge valve; 5 – heat exchanger of the MH
container; 6 and 10 – air–liquid heat exchangers; 7 – fan; 8 –expansion tank; 9 –
circulation pump; 11 – fuel cell stack (FCgen-1020ACS in Nexa® 1200 power unit).
Adopted from [67].

total H2 capacity is close to 2 kg, and the fuel-to-storage system weight
ratio approaches 1%. The H2 storage system allows seven hours
operation between hydrogen refuelling.
In 2013 authors of the review (IT, ML) reported the development of
Africa's ﬁrst electric golf cart with a FC range extender [176]. The
vehicle was later equipped with a “distributed hybrid” hydrogen storage
and supply system comprising a liquid cooled/heated MH tank
thermally coupled with the FC and other heat – generating BoP
components [67]; see Fig. 10. Driving tests on the golf cart revealed
signiﬁcant prolongation of the driving time from 1.5 h with separate
CGH2 or MH storage, to 5 h with combined CGH2 and MH storage; in
all the cases the H2 refuelling pressure was about 100 bar.
4.2.2. Marine applications
Along with ground LEV, boats may also be an interesting niche
market for FC systems. Clean and quiet operation of FC boats is
particularly appealing for their use in national parks. A 1.2 kW fuel cell
power system (Nexa / Ballard) was used by Barbir et al. [177] to power
a small boat equipped with a 600 W electric outboard motor (M26 EDrive by Yamaha). A DC/DC converter/voltage regulator was used to
match the voltage of the motor (12 V). Two 12 V 65 Ah batteries were
incorporated in the system in order to provide 24 V required for the
Nexa system start-up, but they also provided additional energy.
Hydrogen was stored in 3 MH bottles; each 2.6 l bottle contained up
to 600 NL H2 at 10–14 bars. This conﬁguration was able to run the
boat at the speed of 4 knots for more than 5 h (3 h of running time
coming from stored hydrogen and 2 h from the batteries).
Another example of a marine application involving a FC thermally
coupled with a MH tank was shown by Bevan et al., [178] who
developed a hydrogen powered canal boat which operates using a
combination of a MH hydrogen storage tank (TiMn2 type alloy) with a
total storage capacity of 4 kg H2, PEM FC, lead-acid battery pack and a
high-eﬃciency permanent magnet (NdFeB) motor. In the system, the
FC was integrated as a range extender (typical solution for LEV's; see
[176] and references therein) that allowed the developers to use quite
low power (1 kW) PEM FC stack when the motor power can be as high
as 4–5 kW.
Intermetallic hydrides were also considered as a viable hydrogen
storage option for auxiliary (~10 kWe) and megawatt-scale main power
(modules up to 250 kWe) on board ship fuel cell power plants [179].
Fiori et al., [180] reviewed a range of MH materials suitable for use
in LT-PEMFC submarine applications with the ultimate aim of
increasing the storage capacity and subsequent autonomy (air independent propulsion) of the vessel. The requirements for such a MH
material included; a storage capacity of 120 g dm–3, operating temperature of 20–50 °C, desorption pressure of 2–3 bar H2 and cycle life
of at least 150 charge/discharge cycles to ensure operation over a 30

Fig. 9. Hybrid power system for LEV. Top – system layout. Mid (a) – thermal holder of
the MH canister. Bottom (b) – assembly of the MH canister and the holder.
Adopted from [57].

coupled with the FC stack cooling loop using an original design solution
(thermal holder; see Fig. 9) which allowed replacement of a depleted
canister with a charged one in only 1–2 min. The H2 storage capacity of
one canister was ~45 g with a recommended charging pressure of
~10 bar. One fully charged MH canister was found to provide a H2 ﬂow
rate of 8.2 SLPM for 55 min. The maximum eﬃciency of the hybrid
power system was reported to be 46% due to the use of a new
generation FC stack and recovery of the waste heat for H2 desorption.
Another example of a thermally coupled FC stack with a MH tank
and its integration into a three wheeled tourist LEV as range extender
was disclosed in ref [64]. The hydrogen capacity of the MH tank was
1500 NL.
The development of a hybrid PEM FC powered system and its
integration into a mini train, with a capacity of 9–12 persons, is
presented in [95]. The system uses hydrogen from four low-pressure
liquid cooled MH hydrogen storage tanks which are thermally coupled
with the FC stack cooling loop. The MH hydrogen storage tank uses an
AB5-type alloy and has a capacity of 44.8 g H2 with an availability of
93%.
A FC powered LEV (John Deere Gator™) with an integrated FC
power module was developed by Fuchs et al. [98]. The FC stack (Energy
Partners [98]) has an output power of 8.3 kW and operating pressure
of 150 kPa and uses hydrogen from two MH hydrogen storage tanks
from Westinghouse Savannah River Co. The MH material (FeTiMn)
provides a discharge pressure of 756 kPa (7.56 bar) at T=50 °C. The
15
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C15 AB2-type alloy from GfE / Germany. The total hydrogen storage
capacity is 3 kg which is suﬃcient for 8 h of the locomotive operation.
Integration of the FC and MH system into a 10 t fuel cell powered
mine locomotive and mining dozer was demonstrated by Anglo
American Platinum Ltd. in ref. [75]. Both systems use liquid-cooled
LT PEMFC stacks (velocity-9SSL V4; Ballard / Canada), with a
continuous net electric power of 9 kW and 17 kW for the dozer and
the locomotive, respectively. The latter system uses a liquid cooled/
heated MH hydrogen storage tank with a rated capacity of 3.5 kg H2.
The system performance generally matches the design speciﬁcation,
except for shorter operation time (3.5 against 8 h) which can be
explained by incomplete refuelling at the operating conditions (10–
15 bar H2, cooling by mine water or ambient mine air).

year period (with an average of 5 cycles per year). After reviewing
several diﬀerent classes of MH, ranging from simple binary compounds
such as FeTi to materials based on TiZrMnVCu, the authors concluded
that solid solution metallic hydrides oﬀer the most promise for
submarine applications. Further, the low desorption pressures that
these alloys often experience can be overcome by doping the MH with a
suitable material (e.g. Ti or Si).
4.2.3. Heavy duty fuel cell utility vehicles
The use of FC's in heavy duty utility vehicles, including material
handling units / forklifts, has a number of advantages over similar
battery-driven vehicles. Fuel cell powered forklifts have constant power
during the entire shift while the battery powered ones lose speed over
the last half of the battery charge. The H2 refuelling time for FC
forklifts is much shorter than the time necessary for the battery
recharge in battery-driven forklifts; 1–3 min vs. ~8 h. To provide
uninterrupted operation of the latter, 2–3 batteries are needed per
one forklift; one battery installed on-board, one charging and one on
cooling. The battery swapping is time consuming (~20 min), and there
is an issue of personnel safety during replacement the heavy (~2 t)
battery. The use of FC's eliminates the necessity for additional warehouse space, as well as the costs for handling and storing toxic
materials associated with the intensive operation of battery driven
forklifts.
The application of MH's in FC powered forklifts and underground
mining vehicles is especially promising. Proper counterbalancing of
these vehicles requires additional ballast which can be provided by the
use of “low-temperature” intermetallic hydrides with hydrogen storage
capacities below 2 wt% (i.e. storage of 1 kg H requires more than 50 kg
of the MH material). The use of MH “ballast” could result in the
increase of the amount of stored H2 at the same unit size. Thus, the low
weight capacity of intermetallic hydrides, which is usually considered
as a major disadvantage to their use in vehicular hydrogen storage
applications, is an advantage for the heavy duty utility vehicles
considered in this section [97].
A FC hybrid power source for an electric forklift was developed by
Keränen et al. [63]. The system consists of a PEM FC stack (16 kW),
ultra capacitor modules and lead-acid battery. Hydrogen was stored in
MH canisters connected to a common liquid cooling circuit with the FC
allowing up to 40 min of operation after each refuelling. This concept
also oﬀers additional cooling of the FC system during hydrogen
desorption from the MH canisters.
Lototskyy et al. [44,97] integrated a commercially available LT
PEMFC power module (Plug Power / USA) into an electric forklift
(STILL / Germany). In this system (see Fig. 11), a MH extension tank
was thermally coupled with the stack cooling system via an air-to-liquid
heat exchanger. The MH tank uses an AB2-type MH characterised by
H2 equilibrium pressure above 10 bar at room temperature and
comprises an advanced MH bed which provides easy activation and
fast H2 charge/discharge. The system has the same useable hydrogen
storage capacity (~19 Nm3 H2 or 1.7 kg) as the separate CGH2 tank
charged at P=350 bar, but at a signiﬁcantly lower H2 charge pressure
(185 bar). This work also presents a hydrogen refuelling station
(dispensing pressure up to 185 bar) with integrated MH compressor
developed for the forklift refuelling. Heavy duty tests according to
VDI2198 (VDI-60 cycle) protocol and light duty tests of the forklift in a
real industry environment showed that the energy consumption was
9.56 kWh h–1 and 3.87 kWh h–1, respectively, with the refuelling time
as short as 15 min (83% of the maximum capacity during 6 min
refuelling).
Successful demonstration of a PEM FC powered mine locomotive
fuelled by hydrogen from a MH tank is presented in ref [54]. In the
work a commercially available 4 t battery-powered locomotive was
converted into FC operated system by replacing lead-acid batteries with
a PEM FC (Nuvera Fuel Cells Europe) and MH H2 storage system
(Sandia National Laboratories / USA) comprising 213 kg of Hydralloy

4.3. Stationary applications
Most hydrogen FC power systems (≥1 kWe) for stationary and nonvehicular mobile applications are not strictly limited by the system
weight but frequently pose limitations as to their footprint which
makes it promising to use MH for the compact hydrogen storage.
Ref. [38] presents work on a FC mobile light tower which
incorporates a 5 kW FC stack from Altergy Systems, Grote Trilliant
LED lighting and a MH hydrogen storage (3 kg H2 /190 kg in total
2.7FW1104 tank which uses OV679 Ovonic interstitial MH alloy). The
FC stack is cooled by ambient air, and the dissipated heat is utilised in
an air-to-liquid heat exchanger to intensify H2 desorption from the
MH. It was found that hydrogen refuelling is possible even without an
external source of cooling water, by only using existing BoP components of the stack thermal management. The hydrogen refuelling takes
between 3–8 h, while in the case of external cooling by chilled water
rapid recharge is possible in ~20 min. Overall, it was shown that it is
technically feasible, and in some cases beneﬁcial, to use MH storage in
FC lightning equipment but for commercialisation the cost of the MH
H2 storage technology still needs to be reduced.
Gonzatti et al. [164] reported developments and testing of a
prototype integrated power plant using a LT PEMFC stack
(GreenHub-3000, 3 kWe in the nominal power; Horizon Fuel Cells
Technologies), alkaline electrolyser (HP model, up to 6.67 NL min–1 H2
at P≤15 bar; Piel-McPhy Energy) and MH hydrogen storage. The MH
cylinder used in this development was the HBOND-7000 L model
manufactured by LabTech (46 kg of (LaCe)Ni5, 7140 NL hydrogen
storage capacity, H2 delivery at P=2–10 bar and T=10–30 oC). The
tests demonstrated an overall eﬃciency of about 11% due to the low
eﬃciencies of the commercial electrolysers and power inverters used in
the experiments.
A hydrogen based auxiliary power unit (APU) was presented by
Doucet et al. in [82]. During day time operation, hydrogen is produced
in a PEM electrolyser powered from PV arrays and stored in MH tanks
comprising LaNi5; the total capacity is about 1Nm3. During night hours
hydrogen is used in the PEM FC (1 kWe) for the co-generation of heat
and electricity. The developed system has a high potential to be used as
a power source for domestic applications.
A power system for stationary applications which incorporates a
liquid-cooled PEM FC stack and MH hydrogen storage tank with
commercially available LaNi4.8Al0.2 is presented in [83]. The MH tank
is made of stainless steel and comprises cooper ﬁns for the improvement of heat transfer between the stack cooling ﬂuid and the tank. The
system is able to operate for 6 h at an average power of 0.76 kW and it
can deliver 4.8 kWh with a H2 consumption of 3120 NL.
In March 2016 Toshiba Corporation announced the launch of the
H2One™ hydrogen based autonomous energy supply system, which
integrates renewable energy generation and uses hydrogen as a fuel for
power generation [181]. This integrated system, comprising 62 kW
photovoltaic panels, an electrolyser and a 54 kW FC generator, has
entered operation in the Phase-2 building of the Henn na Hotel, at the
Huis Ten Bosch theme park in Nagasaki, Kyushu / Japan. The system
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Fig. 11. Integration of a MH hydrogen storage extension tank in FC forklift [97]. 1 – hydrogen storage and supply subsystem: 1.1 – gas cylinder, 1.2, 1.3 – adapters, 1.4, 1.5 – pressure
sensors, 1.6 – refuelling receptacle, 1.7 – check valve, 1.8 – reducer, 1.9 – recirculation pump, 1.10 – purge valve. 2 – MH extension tank: 2.1 – hydrogen subsystem: 2.1.1 – MH
containers, 2.1.2, 2.1.3 – shut-oﬀ valves, 2.1.4 – gas ﬁlter; 2.2 – thermal management subsystem: 2.2.1 – water tank, 2.2.2 – circulation pump, 2.2.3 – radiator. 3 – FC stack cooling
subsystem: 3.1 – coolant pump, 3.2 – DI ﬁlter, 3.3 – bypass valve, 3.4 – radiator. 4 – fuel / oxidant conditioning: 4.1 – reactants conditioner, 4.2 – humidiﬁer assembly. 5 – air supply
subsystem: 5.1 – ﬁlter, 5.2 – ﬂow meter, 5.3 – compressor. 6 – electrical components: 6.1 – contactor, 6.2 – Li-ion battery, 6.3 – system master controller, 6.4 – compressor motor
controller, 6.5 – cell voltage monitor, 6.6 – BoP sensors (H2, tilt, coolant temperature, oxidant and fuel temperatures), 6.7 – battery sensors (voltage, current, SoC), 6.8 – stack sensors
(voltage, current, temperature).

catalysts [6–8]; hydrogen supply systems where H2 is generated by
hydrolysis of complex hydrides [58]; as well as Alkaline Fuel Cells
(AFC) where MH's combine the functions of the hydrogen storage
medium and anode catalyst [30]. The electrochemical applications
similar to the latter one seem to be particularly promising and will be
brieﬂy discussed below.
Fang et al. [183] reported on the use of a TiVCr hydrogen storage
alloy coating onto the anode Gas Diﬀusion Layer (GDL) of a PEM FC by
direct-current sputtering. The Membrane Electrode Assemblies (MEA)
with the TiVCr-coated GDL exhibited 90.6% greater durability under
no-hydrogen ﬂow conditions than the MEA without the TiVCr hydrogen storage alloy coating. These results demonstrated that GDL's
coated with a MH may be directly used in PEM FC's to improve their
performance and durability.
A prototype reversible PEM FC with integrated MH hydrogen
storage was demonstrated by Andrews and Mohammadi [184]. The
AB5-type MH powder was either packed (cold pressed) on the hydrogen side of the MEA, or directly introduced in a MH–naﬁon composite
electrode. As a result, a novel concept for a proton ﬂow battery; a
reversible PEM FC with an integrated solid-state MH storage electrode
that can be used to store and re-supply electrical energy without
formation of H2 gas, has been developed.
A Metal Hydride Fuel Cell (MHFC) technology in which the MH is
embedded in the anode of AFC [185] was successfully scaled up and
demonstrated in 320 W stacks and 500 W systems by Ovonic Fuel Cell
Company [186]. The stacks had power densities and speciﬁc powers
over 100 W L–1 and 100 W kg–1, respectively, and exhibited durability
exceeding 7000 operating hours. It was shown that MHFC's oﬀer a
practical, low cost approach to power systems for UPS/emergency
power applications.
The integration of MH's into the hydrogen electrode of alkaline
electrochemical system was further elaborated by Choi et al. [187] who

provides 24/7 uninterrupted supply of electricity and hot water to the
hotel. Hydrogen is stored in a MH tank which is less than one-tenth the
size of the conventional model it replaces; the details of the MH tank
system integration have been recently reported [182].
Community hydrogen storage system including a PEM electrolyser,
MH tank and PEM FC was designed, evaluated and tested in [61]. The
MH tank (capacity of up to 4 kg H2 using a MgH2-based hydrogen
storage material) was manufactured by McPhy Energy. The tank was
designed for pressures up to 12 bar and temperatures up to 390 °C, and
absorbed and released heat is managed using a phase change material
(PCM). It was found that the system has good ﬂexibility and capability,
with a round trip eﬃciency of 52%.
A HT PEMFC system with integrated hydrogen storage tank based
on NaAlH4 is presented in [77]. The FC and MH tank are thermally
coupled to utilise heat generated by the FC for hydrogen desorption.
The MH tank contains 2676 g of NaAlH4 doped with 4 mol.% of TiCl3.
In the system, around 60 g of hydrogen can be released in 3 h, which
corresponds to a total stack output of 660 Wh.
MH's are also used in combined heat and power systems (CHP)
based on solid oxide FC (SOFC). An example [59] in which a 1 kWe
CHP system was fed by hydrogen stored in a MgH2 tank thermally
coupled with the SOFC stack was discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.3
above.

4.4. Other applications of metal hydrides in fuel cell systems
Although H2 storage and supply using the reversible heat-driven
interaction of metals or alloys with gaseous H2 (Reaction 1) is a major
representative of MH use in FC applications, there exists a number of
interesting developments where other functions of MH's are used. We
already mentioned Direct Borohydride Fuel Cells (DBFC) utilising
NaBH4 as a fuel and, in some cases, intermetallic hydrides as electrode
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proposed a reversible water electrolysis/power generation system
based on a FC/battery. The energy conversion eﬃciencies of hydrogen
production and of the complete hydrogen production/power generation process at a current density of 37.0 A m–2 were 98.3% and 79.6%,
respectively. These values are higher than those of conventional water
electrolysis and/or power generation systems.
5. Conclusions
Metal and intermetallic hydrides are utilised for eﬃcient, safe and
ﬂexible hydrogen storage systems and can be broadly applied to various
stationary, mobile and portable power applications, providing gaseous
hydrogen fuel to fuel cells reaching up to several hundred kW in
electrical power. Thermal integration of “low temperature” metal
hydrides based on AB5- and AB2-type intermetallics allows utilisation
of up to 40–45% of the heat produced during operation of the FC stack,
thus improving the overall system eﬃciency.
The current system developments are focused on the improvement
of hydrogen charge/discharge dynamics by the optimisation of heat
distribution and design parameters of the MH beds.
The most promising applications for the “low-temperature” MH's
include hydrogen storage for portable and weight eﬃcient mobile
applications where individual MH cartridges/canisters can be easily
reﬁlled or replaced once depleted, and, hydrogen supply systems for
emission-free heavy duty applications, such as forklifts, mining vehicles
and marine applications. Other applications also include high-temperature solid oxide FC's, utilising “high-temperature” MH's (e.g.,
catalysed MgH2) where up to 90% of the released heat is used, thus
achieving an eﬃcient thermal control of the stack.
Finally, the use of metal hydrides in hydrogen electrodes provides
opportunities for other promising applications of MH's in FC technologies such as regenerative electrolysers – FC's.
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